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Bob Harper lets us in on the secret behaviors of people who not only lose weight but keep the
pounds off for good—and make it look easy. In Bob Harper’s #1 New York Times bestselling
book The Skinny Rules, the trusted trainer and coach of NBC’s The Biggest Loser laid out the
twenty nonnegotiable eating rules for getting thin. In the process of helping countless men and
women reach their weight loss goals, Harper has noticed six fundamental patterns in the lifestyle
choices of those who succeed long-term—from the unique way they plan ahead to how they
organize their environment and social calendars to even the way they dress. With his signature
authority, colorful stories, and real-world solutions, Harper draws on the most up-to-date
research related to habit formation, neuroplasticity, and cognitive behavioral psychology to show
how feeding your brain—“the muscle between your ears”—can wield as much control over your
weight as what you put in your mouth. With anecdotes about his clients, guided steps for
adopting your new practices, and tips for integrating them into your own daily routine, Skinny
Habits has everything you need to shape your body and your life!

About the AuthorBob Harper is a world-renowned fitness trainer and the longest-reigning star of
the NBC reality series The Biggest Loser, which has run for sixteen seasons, and counting. He
has released several popular fitness DVDs and is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Skinny Rules, Skinny Meals, and Jumpstart to Skinny. Harper lives in Los Angeles. Greg
Critser is a longtime science and medical journalist. The co-author of Bob Harper’s The Skinny
Rules and Jumpstart to Skinny, Critser is also the author of the international bestseller Fat Land:
How Americans Became the Fattest People in the World. He lives in Pasadena, California. --This
text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.This
isn’t your first rodeo. I know that you know a thing or two about the simple math of energy in and
energy out (i.e., you’ve got to burn more energy through movement than you put in through your
mouth in the form of food), and you’ve studied up a bit on nutrition (a whole lot less processed
food, a whole lot more vegetables). You probably have a handle on what you need to do to
manipulate your metabolism to burn more fat. And I’m guessing you have experienced firsthand
the way your body sometimes reacts to your attempted manipulations: if it thinks that you’re
going through a drought or famine, it does its best to store fat to protect you. Unfair, but true.The
details of what to put in your mouth and how much to exercise are, of course, super important
when it comes to weight loss and weight maintenance, and I want you to learn as much as you
can about nutrients and calories and the importance of timing when it comes to eating. Again, I
encourage you to read The Skinny Rules for the facts and principles that will put you on a path to
a much healthier weight. And I encourage you to cook more for yourself and to try new and
weight--friendly recipes. I’ve got a book for that too: Skinny Meals.But then you’ve got to follow



through on your intentions to cook and eat better, to listen to your body, and to stop eating when
you are full! Because that’s what skinny people have the willpower to do, right?But what is
willpower? People who don’t struggle with their weight seem to have self--control in spades, so
much so that it seems natural, effortless. You seem to lack it; conjuring willpower and using it
takes a megadose of conscious effort, effort you just don’t have in you.To my trained eye,
willpower is all about mindset. More specifically, a “skinny mindset.” And there’s good science to
prove that I’m on to something.Mind Over Matter?Your mindset is your outlook on life, your
underlying attitudes, biases, and assumptions about how the world works and your place in it;
it’s a disposition shaped by years of experiences and countless influences. What you were
exposed to as a child contributes to your present--day mindset: your parents’ and friends’
attitudes, their politics, their health, their moods, their work ethic. And what you deal with every
day shapes it as well: your job, your day--to--day stress level, and the health and mood of the
person you’re dating or living with (yes, as you’ll learn in Chapter 5, who you hang out with is
more important than you might think!).People with what’s called a fixed mindset believe that
strengths and capabilities are pretty much out of individual control. Instead, they believe that
capabilities are either innate (you’re born with them) or attributable to external influences and
triggers (something someone else does to or for them, something they buy, what they eat or
drink).Those with a growth mindset believe that abilities are not finite and also not dependent on
an external event or influence; instead, they believe that individual effort can expand and
improve talents or capabilities on its own. You can have fixed mindsets about some things and
growth mindsets about others. It all depends on what you’ve been conditioned to believe and in
what context.An example: people with a fixed mindset about their abilities in math believe that
their ease with math is something that they were born with, something perhaps they inherited
from their math--genius father or mother. Or they believe that being good at math is all about
having the right teacher, textbook, or tutoring—-it’s about someone or something else stepping
in to help make you better.By contrast, people with a growth mindset believe that individual
practice and effort can bolster their math skill. They believe that they aren’t at the mercy of their
family’s math lameness or their own perceived limits.It all comes down to this: Does it matter
what you believe about willpower itself? Does that belief affect your ability to persevere when the
going gets tough?Consider the work of Carol Dweck, a professor of psychology at Stanford
University, and the genius who coined the phrases fixed mindset and growth mindset.Before
Professor Dweck challenged it, the general assumption was that the body needed extra fuel to
boost self--control (willpower), the classic example being the snack—-a chocolate bar or cookie
(some form of glucose)—-in the late afternoon when you’re just “so tired.” The logic was that
mental tasks (like work!) deplete your energy, but a shot of glucose boosts it. I’m betting this is
an assumption you’ve made yourself—-after all, it’s a great rationalization for that afternoon
sugar hit! It’s also a great excuse for not being able to control your actions: you can argue that
your body is telling you to eat that donut and you are helpless to really push back.But Dweck
didn’t buy it. She could see that the body is nothing if not a powerful energy--conscious



computer, able to maintain physiological balance so long as it’s not being put under great stress
(like illness or famine or drought). So she wondered why such an intricate and powerful
contraption like the body wouldn’t adjust itself—-releasing stored glucose from the liver, say—-
rather than depending on external sources (like a chocolate bar!) when energy or focus starts to
wane. She wondered if something psychological, like belief—-what she came to call “mindset”—-
mattered. To test her hunch, she designed a series of ingenious experiments.First, she used a
questionnaire to get a handle on what a large group of people (sixty) felt about willpower. Based
on those results, she found that her subjects fell into two groups.One group consisted of people
whose answers showed they felt there’s only so much willpower at any individual’s command at
any given time, and when it’s depleted, you lose the self--control you need for any effortful task:
exercising, resisting a donut, paying attention—-you name it. Obviously, this was the “fixed
mindset” crowd.In contrast, the other group believed that willpower was something dynamic,
renewable, plentiful—-something you can generate on your own through awareness, hard work,
and confidence. These people had a “growth mindset” about willpower.She hadn’t asked these
people anything that would suggest she was testing their belief in the glucose–-self--control
theory, but that’s what she was trying to do.Now it got interesting. Professor Dweck put these
people through a series of tests that demanded strenuous mental concentration—-crossing out
every other e in a text, or identifying complex color--shape combinations. Sticking with the
challenge took focus and self--control. About halfway through the challenge, she gave both
groups a sugary snack (lemonade). What she found was surprising, arguably revolutionary.
Writing in a recent article, she noted that “only people who view willpower as limited and easily
depleted exhibited improved self--control after sugar consumption. In contrast, people who view
willpower as plentiful showed no benefits from glucose—-they exhibited high levels of self--
control performance with or without sugar boosts.”The italics are mine, and I hope you can see
why! The mere belief that willpower is limited sensitizes people to bodily cues for fuel—-that
devilish afternoon snack!—-and that makes them dependent on glucose boosts for high self--
control. In contrast, as Dweck explained, “People who didn’t think willpower was limited didn’t
show a depletion effect after a strenuous task and didn’t need sugar to keep going strong. Those
people may feel fatigued, but they don’t think that means they can’t work hard. Our findings
suggest that what has been viewed as a basic biological process is really a product of people’s
beliefs.”A basic biological process is really a product of people’s beliefs? Amazing!You might
relate to an even more pointed explanation—-one that accounts for a lot of things that happen
during weight loss and control. “When you have a limited theory of willpower,” Professor Dweck
said, “you’re constantly on alert, constantly monitoring yourself. ‘Am I tired? Am I hungry? Do I
need a break? How am I feeling?’ And at the first sign that something is flagging, you think, I
need a rest or a boost.”Which pretty well sums up the major hurdle of dieters everywhere: if you
believe that you need certain external things to help you exercise self--control (or that you need
certain kinds of foods to help you stay focused, calories be damned), you will not really believe
it’s possible to override your body’s biology. So . . . believe! When it comes to willpower, it really



matters!Now comes the burning question: What does it take to change your mindset? To use the
earlier math example, it turns out you can change a kid’s view of his or her math ability by
regularly and repeatedly talking about math ability as something that is built up through practice
and effort instead of something you’re born with (and praising the effort that goes into getting
those improved grades). And if you’re a sports fan, you know that an athlete’s repeated and
practiced visualization of an improved game is a key component of making that visualization a
reality. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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AuthorsThe Skinny Habits RecapThe Skinny Rules RecapintroductionTHE SECRETS OF
SKINNYAs perhaps you know, for more than ten years I have worked with obese people on
NBC’s The Biggest Loser, training and coaching them on how to lose weight for weekly
competitive weigh-ins; on the show, the person who loses the highest percentage of body fat
wins. For even longer than that—more than twenty-five years in all—I have trained private clients
who often had less to lose than the TBL contestants, but pounds they needed to shed
nonetheless. In other words, I witness—up close—the lives of people trying to lose weight every
single day.I coach all these people to eat better (and less) and work out efficiently (and more),
and I never stop preaching my “twenty nonnegotiable rules for getting to thin,” the nutritional dos
and don’ts that I detailed in my 2012 book, The Skinny Rules. Those twenty rules really work
(they are reprinted at the back of this book so you can refresh your memory), and I’ve seen
countless inspiring transformations when people stick to them. Amazing weight loss, proud
smiles, new wardrobes. Amazing health improvements, happy doctors and spouses, a new
lease on life!What’s the key phrase there? When people stick to them! Because of course
people start off great and lose some weight, but then they partly revert to their old eating and
nonexercising patterns and, no surprise, their weight loss plateaus well shy of the number on the
scale they were aiming for. Unfortunately, too many people revert to their old ways completely
and over time gain back even more than they’d lost.It usually starts with some small slipup (say,
you eat one more brownie than you’d set as your limit), which leads to irrational and
unproductive shame (I’m never going to lose this weight because I’m weak, so what’s the point of
even trying?) and you binge (an entire “splurge week”!), which sets you off on a course to
increasingly unhealthy behavior and yet more shame. This slip-shame-binge cycle is the bane of



every dieter’s existence.The fact that you’re reading this book tells me you’d like the madness to
stop. You want to lose weight once and for all. And then you’d really, really like to stop worrying
about it! Wouldn’t it be nice to move on to other concerns?You’ve come to the right place.
Because in all my time of coaching and training and encouraging and taking notes, I’ve figured
out what differentiates the people who stick to the plan from those who don’t. In other words, I’ve
figured out what differentiates them from you. And I know how to make you one of them! The
best news yet? You don’t have to have a personal trainer or coach, a personal chef or nutritionist
to master these patterns. What we’re talking about in this book is not what you put in your mouth
and how often you get off the couch and into the gym.Boiled down, what separates the
consistently healthy and slim from the chronically overweight are six key thought patterns and
behaviors: six habits. By the time you turn the last page in this book, you’re going to understand
what I understand, see what I see, and be able to begin making the small mental and physical
changes needed to turn things around for you.For good.SKINNY THOUGHTS, SKINNY
ACTIONSA slipup is an action: you eat that darn brownie. And another.Shame is a mindset. You
berate yourself for your “weak” behavior; you feel pessimistic about ever being the kind of person
who can resist fattening food or who can get herself to exercise regularly.And so you binge and/
or go back to your unhealthy behavior. More destructive action.Slip-shame-binge is an action-
thought-action cycle, right?The six habits you’ll learn in this book will break that terrible cycle for
good. Some are habits of the mind, some are physical things you do. Habits 1 and 2 focus on the
psychological portion of the cycle, toughening you up mentally to fight your worst tendencies;
Habits 3–6 get you out of your head and into things you can touch and change and undertake
immediately.So, what do healthy and slim people know and do that you don’t? Here’s a quick
overview to get you excited:1.They plan: To avoid unhealthy eating, encourage exercise, resist
temptation, and guard against that first slip, healthy and thin people create their own internal
scripts for dealing with difficult but unavoidable situations.2.They push back: Using simple,
proven psychological techniques, they have developed and maintained the mental muscle to
deal with setbacks (aka the cascading shame from that inevitable slip!).3.They reengineer their
environment: Successful weight maintainers have rigged their world to accentuate the people,
places, and things that support their goals, and they deemphasize (or eliminate) those that
don’t.4.They challenge themselves: Boredom is the gateway to overeating and sitting around like
a lump on your couch. Having a hobby or a mission keeps the mind engaged and excited about
something other than the monotony of daily responsibilities.5.They rest: You can be engaged,
excited, focused, and energized only if you are rested. Thin and healthy people protect their
sleep and relaxation, understanding the connection between rest and weight control.6.They
dress for thinness: Thin and healthy people dress like they have something to show, not hide.
Even if they aren’t aware of the fascinating science underlying their choices, they enjoy the
psychological and physiological benefits of what’s in their wardrobe (and what’s not).Here’s what
I want you to get your head around before you turn the page: you are not at the mercy of your
current bad habits. You can replace your poor habits with healthy ones—the six above—faster



than you might think. As you’ll learn in Chapter 1, changing/replacing a bad habit with a good
one takes practice, but that’s why each habit has “Habit Homework” at the end of the chapter—
ideas for ways you can start making new routines and laying down new neural pathways right
away.When you plan for challenges and situations—when you think about how you want to
behave in situations that have always broken your resolve in the past—you can create new go-to
behaviors. When you push back against automatic and irrational thoughts, you train your brain to
go to a happier place instead of a negative and unproductive one. When you set up your
environment to support your goals, you reach them. When you challenge yourself, and yet also
rest, you give your brain the one-two punch it needs to stay the course. When you dress for
thinness, you get there.Let’s get started!oneTHE SKINNY MINDSETThis isn’t your first rodeo. I
know that you know a thing or two about the simple math of energy in and energy out (i.e.,
you’ve got to burn more energy through movement than you put in through your mouth in the
form of food), and you’ve studied up a bit on nutrition (a whole lot less processed food, a whole
lot more vegetables). You probably have a handle on what you need to do to manipulate your
metabolism to burn more fat. And I’m guessing you have experienced firsthand the way your
body sometimes reacts to your attempted manipulations: if it thinks that you’re going through a
drought or famine, it does its best to store fat to protect you. Unfair, but true.The details of what
to put in your mouth and how much to exercise are, of course, super important when it comes to
weight loss and weight maintenance, and I want you to learn as much as you can about nutrients
and calories and the importance of timing when it comes to eating. Again, I encourage you to
read The Skinny Rules for the facts and principles that will put you on a path to a much healthier
weight. And I encourage you to cook more for yourself and to try new and weight-friendly
recipes. I’ve got a book for that too: Skinny Meals.But then you’ve got to follow through on your
intentions to cook and eat better, to listen to your body, and to stop eating when you are full!
Because that’s what skinny people have the willpower to do, right?But what is willpower? People
who don’t struggle with their weight seem to have self-control in spades, so much so that it
seems natural, effortless. You seem to lack it; conjuring willpower and using it takes a megadose
of conscious effort, effort you just don’t have in you.To my trained eye, willpower is all about
mindset. More specifically, a “skinny mindset.” And there’s good science to prove that I’m on to
something.MIND OVER MATTER?Your mindset is your outlook on life, your underlying attitudes,
biases, and assumptions about how the world works and your place in it; it’s a disposition
shaped by years of experiences and countless influences. What you were exposed to as a child
contributes to your present-day mindset: your parents’ and friends’ attitudes, their politics, their
health, their moods, their work ethic. And what you deal with every day shapes it as well: your
job, your day-to-day stress level, and the health and mood of the person you’re dating or living
with (yes, as you’ll learn in Chapter 5, who you hang out with is more important than you might
think!).People with what’s called a fixed mindset believe that strengths and capabilities are pretty
much out of individual control. Instead, they believe that capabilities are either innate (you’re
born with them) or attributable to external influences and triggers (something someone else



does to or for them, something they buy, what they eat or drink).Those with a growth mindset
believe that abilities are not finite and also not dependent on an external event or influence;
instead, they believe that individual effort can expand and improve talents or capabilities on its
own. You can have fixed mindsets about some things and growth mindsets about others. It all
depends on what you’ve been conditioned to believe and in what context.An example: people
with a fixed mindset about their abilities in math believe that their ease with math is something
that they were born with, something perhaps they inherited from their math-genius father or
mother. Or they believe that being good at math is all about having the right teacher, textbook, or
tutoring—it’s about someone or something else stepping in to help make you better.By contrast,
people with a growth mindset believe that individual practice and effort can bolster their math
skill. They believe that they aren’t at the mercy of their family’s math lameness or their own
perceived limits.It all comes down to this: Does it matter what you believe about willpower itself?
Does that belief affect your ability to persevere when the going gets tough?Consider the work of
Carol Dweck, a professor of psychology at Stanford University, and the genius who coined the
phrases fixed mindset and growth mindset.Before Professor Dweck challenged it, the general
assumption was that the body needed extra fuel to boost self-control (willpower), the classic
example being the snack—a chocolate bar or cookie (some form of glucose)—in the late
afternoon when you’re just “so tired.” The logic was that mental tasks (like work!) deplete your
energy, but a shot of glucose boosts it. I’m betting this is an assumption you’ve made yourself—
after all, it’s a great rationalization for that afternoon sugar hit! It’s also a great excuse for not
being able to control your actions: you can argue that your body is telling you to eat that donut
and you are helpless to really push back.But Dweck didn’t buy it. She could see that the body is
nothing if not a powerful energy-conscious computer, able to maintain physiological balance so
long as it’s not being put under great stress (like illness or famine or drought). So she wondered
why such an intricate and powerful contraption like the body wouldn’t adjust itself—releasing
stored glucose from the liver, say—rather than depending on external sources (like a chocolate
bar!) when energy or focus starts to wane. She wondered if something psychological, like belief
—what she came to call “mindset”—mattered. To test her hunch, she designed a series of
ingenious experiments.First, she used a questionnaire to get a handle on what a large group of
people (sixty) felt about willpower. Based on those results, she found that her subjects fell into
two groups.One group consisted of people whose answers showed they felt there’s only so
much willpower at any individual’s command at any given time, and when it’s depleted, you lose
the self-control you need for any effortful task: exercising, resisting a donut, paying attention—
you name it. Obviously, this was the “fixed mindset” crowd.In contrast, the other group believed
that willpower was something dynamic, renewable, plentiful—something you can generate on
your own through awareness, hard work, and confidence. These people had a “growth mindset”
about willpower.She hadn’t asked these people anything that would suggest she was testing
their belief in the glucose–self-control theory, but that’s what she was trying to do.Now it got
interesting. Professor Dweck put these people through a series of tests that demanded



strenuous mental concentration—crossing out every other e in a text, or identifying complex
color-shape combinations. Sticking with the challenge took focus and self-control. About half-
way through the challenge, she gave both groups a sugary snack (lemonade). What she found
was surprising, arguably revolutionary. Writing in a recent article, she noted that “only people
who view willpower as limited and easily depleted exhibited improved self-control after sugar
consumption. In contrast, people who view willpower as plentiful showed no benefits from
glucose—they exhibited high levels of self-control performance with or without sugar
boosts.”The italics are mine, and I hope you can see why! The mere belief that willpower is
limited sensitizes people to bodily cues for fuel—that devilish afternoon snack!—and that makes
them dependent on glucose boosts for high self-control. In contrast, as Dweck explained,
“People who didn’t think willpower was limited didn’t show a depletion effect after a strenuous
task and didn’t need sugar to keep going strong. Those people may feel fatigued, but they don’t
think that means they can’t work hard. Our findings suggest that what has been viewed as a
basic biological process is really a product of people’s beliefs.”A basic biological process is
really a product of people’s beliefs? Amazing!You might relate to an even more pointed
explanation—one that accounts for a lot of things that happen during weight loss and control.
“When you have a limited theory of willpower,” Professor Dweck said, “you’re constantly on alert,
constantly monitoring yourself. ‘Am I tired? Am I hungry? Do I need a break? How am I feeling?’
And at the first sign that something is flagging, you think, I need a rest or a boost.”Which pretty
well sums up the major hurdle of dieters everywhere: if you believe that you need certain
external things to help you exercise self-control (or that you need certain kinds of foods to help
you stay focused, calories be damned), you will not really believe it’s possible to override your
body’s biology. So…believe! When it comes to willpower, it really matters!Now comes the
burning question: What does it take to change your mindset? To use the earlier math example, it
turns out you can change a kid’s view of his or her math ability by regularly and repeatedly
talking about math ability as something that is built up through practice and effort instead of
something you’re born with (and praising the effort that goes into getting those improved
grades). And if you’re a sports fan, you know that an athlete’s repeated and practiced
visualization of an improved game is a key component of making that visualization a
reality.Repeated practice? Yes, we’re talking about habits! After all, the outward manifestation of
your mindset is your behavior, the things you do and the way you carry yourself in the world. Your
automatic, default behaviors. But also your consciously cultivated routines. How about turning
your consciously cultivated routines into automatic, default behaviors? As I said in the
introduction, wouldn’t it be nice to get to that point and live the rest of your life without constantly
having to think about creating and maintaining skinny-fying habits? Yes, it would. Read on!
twoTHE SKINNY BRAINYou’ve got your head around the need to change your mindset, right?
You now understand the faulty logic in your past assumptions about willpower? Instead of
shrugging and accepting that you don’t have as much willpower as the skinny person next door,
you’re now going to believe in your own capacity for it, right? Excellent. Glad to have you on



board, because forming the six new Skinny Habits is going to take some of that willpower, some
of that belief energy!Maybe you’re anxious to just skip ahead and get on with the important
business of learning your new Skinny Habits already. I don’t blame you and I’m happy for your
enthusiasm, quite frankly! You can certainly jump ahead to Chapter 3 (Habit 1) if you want. But I
think that stopping here with me for just a few minutes will expand your understanding of why I’ll
be asking you to do certain things, and how you will gain momentum from each small change
you decide to try to make. Knowledge is power, people. You need to know what goes on
between your ears in order to control it!When it comes to habit formation, there are two brain
functions you need to understand. Not in detail, I promise. I’m obviously not a neurologist or a
brain surgeon. This is just a 101 course.YOUR GREEN BRAINThe first Brain 101 lesson I want
to impart concerns your body’s fuel. Think of it this way: your body’s gasoline is glucose. When
you eat something, your body converts the carbohydrates in that food into glucose, better known
as blood sugar.The brain is a gasoline guzzler, the equivalent of a massive SUV. It consumes
huge amounts of blood sugar; for its size it uses multiple times the amount used by other organs.
But it’s an SUV with a conscience. It tries to do its part to be green. It doesn’t want to waste
fuel.Why? Well, your brain has a really long memory…all the way back to the hunter-gatherer
days when humans couldn’t go to the local gas station (supermarket) and fuel up with instant
food. No, they had to hunt and gather and forage for every bite. So, as your brain sees it, food
scarcity is a daily issue. It takes great pains to conserve energy. If it can use less blood sugar to
help you navigate or deal with something, it will. As you’ll understand better in a minute, the
making of habits is a powerful way to conserve energy: instead of having to interpret anew an
event or a smell or a sound every single time you encounter it, your brain draws on the memory
of a past event, smell, or sound to direct an appropriate reaction.BRAINY VOCABYour brain is
the most powerful muscle in your body. Forgetting for the moment that it is the organ that allows
you to remember or forget something in the first place, never forget that your brain is the
birthplace of all you do, say, and feel. I want you to swear to flex and care for your brain forever.
Pay it some respect!At this point there are only two brain regions you need to know. First, the
medial temporal lobe. Scientists now believe that this chunk of the brain—located more or less in
the center, at the bottom—contains many of the substructures needed for memory. These
structures interpret signals from other organs—the eyes, the ears—and then coordinate with
another brain component to make those memories into habits.That other brain component is the
basal ganglia, which sits close to the forebrain. It’s positioned to receive signals from all around
the brain. It then routes those signals to the right substructures.HOW EXPERIENCES BECOME
MEMORIES BECOME HABITSIf you were to look at brain tissue through a high-powered
microscope while experiencing something—smelling a smell, hearing a sound, seeing the road
in front of you—you would see neurons (brain cells) interacting. When two neurons experience
the same sensory stimulation—that is, the event that’s going on outside your noggin—they
respond with a distinctly intense and unique chemical reaction. It’s like a signature: the cells
actually change to permanently internalize this new information, storing the memory-experience



and reproducing it when signaled again by the same experience.The brain also “chunks”
memories, physically thickening the connection between the part where the experience is
registered and the part where the memory is stored. The chunking process (yes, I swear that’s a
scientific term!) is like widening a freeway: everything moves along faster and easier. No traffic
jams. No stopping and starting. Which every commuter knows saves fuel!Author Charles Duhigg
wrote a fascinating book called The Power of Habit. In it, he uses the terms cue, behavior, and
reward to describe the stages of this neurological habit-making, fuel-saving process. Using his
terms, consider the following scenario:The first time you ever saw a stove, maybe you put your
hand right there on that glowing red ring. This moment is “memorable” in the sense that you
registered the pain of the heat, creating a unique chemical reaction between neurons and
shooting some adrenaline into your system (you jump back and shout ouch!). The next time you
experience the same thing, your brain remembers that first chemical reaction and draws on it
again. This is a shortcut—and energy saver—for your brain: it doesn’t have to waste fuel
interpreting the experience for you anew each time; it can use the same chemical reaction and
direct the same behavior.And this is how you “learn” not to put your hand on a hot stove: the
brain stores the memory of the pain you felt the first time, and triggers the warning the next time
you’re near a stove. You get the message “don’t put your hand on the stove when it’s red; be
careful around hot things.” That’s your brain working in your best interest. And you’re glad for that
shortcut and that physical tingle of warning (the memory of that pain and adrenaline rush). Not
putting your hand on a hot stove is a good habit to get into!
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Karen, “Good read!. Bob provides much needed insight into behaviors that sabotage weight loss
and a general sense of well being. There "exercises" he recommends that are intended to
reverse our way of thinking and behaving that in turn supports a more improved outlook on life.
Bob seems to guide us toward a more conscience way of living rather than going through the
day being oblivious to why we tend to over eat and "wrong eat" on a day to day basis.”

Lomond R., “Excellent choice for helping to change thinking. This is a great book to get you
thinking about all of the ways we torture and abuse ourselves for not being good enough or not
doing what we know we are supposed to. The habits are easy to understand and even more
importantly, easy to incorporate into a healthy lifestyle. I didn't feel lectured at but instead felt
supported and validated as I read. I'm going to get Skinny Rules now!”

Chris M., “Worth it. I bought this but figured it would be like all other diet books. It isn't. It actually
helped me a lot.”

sonia, “Great read! Now motivated. Amazing tips, strategies for all levels of your journey. Bob is
very positive and motivates you to stay on track. I really enjoyed the homework/ self reflection
piece. Makes the journey real and not another weight loss book.”

TooManyBooks, “He gets it done. Bob Harper gets it done with a been there, done that, her's
how to fix it attitude. He explains things simply without aggression.”

Noelani Morton, “I have Bob's other books and this complements them.. I have Bob's other
books and this complements them. I am only on chapter 2 but find he keeps me motivated and
focused”

Jane H., “Five Stars. Good advice”

Natasha, “Highly Recommended!. Brilliant book. This is not about how to lose weight. It's about
the psychology of losing weight and being healthy all the time, every day for the rest of your
life.Well done on a well thought out book.”

The book by Bob Harper has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 70 people have provided feedback.
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